Direction of Travel Quiz
Part 2
This quiz is designed to practice working out directions of travel using bearings. Hints
and tips for leaders along with the answers are on page 5. The answers you work out
are likely to be slightly different to those on the page. This is commonly the case with
real map reading and an explanation for this is also given.

Q8
To fly from the
Silver Jubilee Bridge to
the Lake District I need
to fly on a bearing of
______°

Q1
To walk from Chester to
White Nancy I need to walk on
a bearing of _______ degrees °
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Q7
To fly from Media
City to see the Wallabies I
need to fly on a bearing of
_______ °

Q2
To walk from the Plaza
to the Ferry I need to walk on
a bearing of _______°

Q6
To walk from
Dovestone Reservoir to
Southport Pier I need to
walk on a bearing of
_______°
Q3
To walk from the Forest of
Bowland to Turton Tower I need to
walk on a bearing of _______°

Q5
To fly from Wirral
Country Park to Fylde Coast
Windmills I need to fly on a
bearing of _____°

Q4
To walk from the Manchester Bees
to Carlisle Castle I need to walk on a
bearing of ______°
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Q9
To walk from the Pencil
Museum to Sellafield I need to
walk on a bearing of _______°

Q10
To walk from
Rivington Pike to the Docks I
need to walk on a bearing of
_______°

Q17
I am walking along
Hadrian’s Wall and see a
friend in the distance walking
towards me. She
is walking on a bearing of
_______°

Q16
To walk from
Preston Bus Station to
see Factories I need to
walk on a bearing of
_________° or
________° or ________°
Q15
To walk from
Delamere Forest to the
Trafford Centre I need to
walk on a bearing of ______°

Q11
To walk from
Crewe Station to the
Heinz Factory I need to
walk on a bearing of
_______°
Q14
To walk from Crosby
Beach to Region
Headquarters I need to walk
on a bearing of ______°
Q12
To fly from Blackpool
Tower to the TT Races I
need to fly on a bearing of
_______°

Q13
To fly home from the TT
Races to Blackpool Tower I
need to fly on a bearing of
_______°
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Finished all the questions? Why don’t you make up some questions of your own for your
friends to try.
Alternatively, you could make up a where am I quiz by giving a starting point and a
bearing your friends will need to walk or fly on to get to where you are. This will work
best if you give two starting points and the bearings from each. You are where the two
direction of travel bearing lines cross (X marks the spot!).
Did You Know? – Military compasses are not scaled in degrees. The armed forces use
mils as it allows for more accurate directions. 6400mils = 360degrees. So, if you see a
baseplate compass with strange markings on the dial it may well be a military mils
scaled version. They normally also have a degrees scale on the inside of the dial.
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Hints & Tips
As the quiz is designed to practice directions of travel using degree bearings it works
best with baseplate compasses which typically have markings down to the degree
level.
To work out each answer put the centre of your compass on the starting point and
point the compass direction of travel arrow in the direction of the centre of the
second point. Point the compass needle (if you are using the paper compasses made
previously) and the north point of the degree dial in the same direction as the north
on the map. If you are using a real baseplate compass make sure that the compass
needle north and the north point of the degree dial are in line and then, without
moving the compass, turn the map until the north point on the map is pointing in the
same direction as the compass needle north. The direction of travel is the degree
dial value in a straight line with the direction of travel arrow.
If the girls have never worked out bearings, leaders can assist by actually drawing a
straight line on the map between the two points and also drawing a line north from
the starting point. Leaders can then explain that the bearing is the same as the angle
(always measured clockwise) between the two lines.
As the map symbols are quite large the bearings you work out are likely to be slightly
different to those given below. This is because everyone will position their compass
centre very slightly differently and point the direction of travel arrow at a slightly
different part of the second point. These differences occur during real map reading
when, for example, a group are individually working out the bearing to a long linear
feature (eg the face of a large woods). Each person is likely to pick a slightly
different part of the feature as their aiming point. Similar differences will occur
when a group standing in a line individually take a bearing to a close object/feature
(since the gap between individuals means that everyone is looking in a very slightly
different direction (relative to North) at the object.
Some of the questions are deliberately designed to introduce to concept of back
bearings by showing that if you walk in the opposite direction then the new direction
of travel is always half of a complete circle (180 degrees) different to the first.
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Answers
A1

90°

A2

270°

A3

175°

A4

338°

A5

6°

A6

271°

A7

314°

A8

355°

A9

240°

A10

226°

A11

1°

A12

305°

A13

125°

A14

50°

A15

30°

A16

130° or 135° or 178°

A17

The answer is that you cannot work out since you don’t know from the question which way
you are walking. Provide the extra information that you are walking on a bearing of 90° to
allow the girls to work out the correct answer of 270°.
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